
 
 
 

        Name:________________________ 

Earthen Dam       Date:_________________________ 

3rd Grade-Design Task Assessment 

Directions: For each of the questions below, choose the BEST answer. 

 

1) Which is the best reason why a community would want to build a dam? 
 

A. create a bridge 
B. hold back water 
C. build houses 
D. fill a hole 

 
 

2) Which object is most likely to allow water to pass through it? 
 

A. a large rock  
B. a dinner plate 
C. a sponge 
D. a piece of wood 

 
 

3) How high the water gets on the dam is called the_______. 
 

A. flood plain 
B. spillway 
C. rock fill 
D. water level 

 
 

4) Each earth dam is designed differently based on its _______. 
 

A. location 
B. intended use 
C. local materials 
D. all of the above 
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5) An object that does not fall apart under pressure is _______. 

 
A. stable 
B. porous 
C. cracked 
D. heavy 

 
 

6) Which of these items is made from earth materials? 
 

A. styrofoam cups 
B. clay pots 
C. plastic blocks 
D. trash bags 

 
 

7) An earth dam is built in the shape of a _______.  
 

A.                      B.                         C.                      D. 

 
trapezoid                    oval                     arch                  rectangle 

 

8)  Which material is more stable when it is wet than when it is dry? 
 

A. paper 
B. sand 
C. rocks 
D. wood 

 
9)  Joe has been hired to build an earth dam to control the water flow in the town park. What 

should Joe do after building his prototype? 
 

A. Write his problem statement. 
B. Brainstorm for other designs.  
C. Test his prototype.  
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D. Present his design and prototype.  
10)  What units would you use to measure the height of a sand castle?  

 
A. milliliters 
B. grams 
C. centimeters  
D. kilometers 

 

 

11)  What units would you use to measure the amount of milk in a glass? 
 

A. milliliters 
B. grams  
C. centimeters 
D. kilometers 

 
 
 
 
 

12)  Shawn’s company has been asked to build a dam for the city of Indianapolis. Shawn was 
told the company must build the dam out of the clay and rock materials found naturally in 
the area.  The limitation of only using clay and rock materials is called a _______. 
 

A. brainstorm 
B. prototype 
C. constraint 
D. problem statement 

 
 

13)  Jane owns Earth Building Company.  Her company has been asked by the Miami City 
Park to design a dam that will allow the park to have a pond for visitors to go boating.  
Who is the client?  
 

A. Jane 
B. Earth Building Company 
C. Miami City Park 
D. park visitors 
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